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Abstract
The paper focuses on finding the m best solutions of
a combinatorial optimization problem defined over
a graphical model (e.g., the m most probable expla-
nations for a Bayesian network). We describe elim-
m-opt, a new bucket elimination algorithm for solv-
ing the m-best task, provide efficient implementa-
tion of its defining combination and marginaliza-
tion operators, analyze its worst-case performance,
and compare it with that of recent related algo-
rithms. An extension to the mini-bucket frame-
work, yielding a collection of bounds for each of
the m-best solutions is discussed and empirically
evaluated. We also formulate the m-best task as a
regular reasoning task over general graphical mod-
els defined axiomatically, which makes all other in-
ference algorithms applicable.

1 Introduction
Given an optimization problem, the objective typically is to
find an optimal solution, i.e., a solution that provides the best
value of the objective function. However, in many applica-
tions it is desirable to obtain not just a single optimal solution
but a set (of a given size m) of the best possible solutions.
Such a set can be useful, for example, in assessing the sen-
sitivity of the optimal solution to variation of the parameters
of the problem, or when a set of diverse assignments with
approximately the same cost is wanted.

Lawler [Lawler, 1972] provided a general scheme for us-
ing any optimization algorithm to solve the m-best task. Its
main idea is to compute the m-best solutions by successively
computing the best solution, each time using a slightly dif-
ferent reformulation of the original problem. This approach
has been extended and improved over the years and is still
one of the primary strategies to date for finding the m-best
solutions. The approach used in this paper is to develop di-
rect algorithms that avoid the repeated computation inherent
in Lawler’s scheme. The main idea is to integrate the m-
best task into existing optimization schemes such as inference
or search. In the paper we focus on graphical models and
show how the well-known Bucket Elimination (BE) frame-
work can be extended to compute the m-best solutions by a
relatively simple modification of its underlying combination

and marginalization operators [Dechter, 1999] yielding algo-
rithm elim-m-opt.

We analyze the complexity of elim-m-opt, compare it to
previously developed schemes, and discuss extensions to
Mini-Bucket Elimination to compute bounds on each of the
m-best solutions, yielding algorithm mbe-m-opt. We then
show that the m-best task can be formalized more broadly as
a reasoning task over a general graphical model as defined ax-
iomatically by [Shenoy and Shafer, 1990]. As a consequence,
any inference algorithm for solving a reasoning task over this
representation (including Bucket Elimination) is immediately
applicable as a sound and complete algorithm for the m-best
task. In particular, elim-m-opt is therefore applicable to a
wide range of graphical models.

We also provide empirical analysis for mbe-m-opt demon-
strating its effectiveness both as an exact scheme as well as
for approximation.

2 Background
We consider problems expressed as graphical models. The
graphical model framework provides a common formalism to
model a broad spectrum of problems, and a collection of gen-
eral algorithms to efficiently solve them. Examples of graphi-
cal models are Markov and Bayesian networks [Pearl, 1988],
constraint networks and influence diagrams. We next follow
definitions as in [Kask et al., 2005].

Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn) be an ordered set of variables and
D = (D1, . . . , Dn) an ordered set of domains. Domain Di

is a finite set of potential values for Xi. The assignment
of variable Xi with a ∈ Di is noted (Xi = a). A tu-
ple is an ordered set of assignments to different variables
(Xi1 = ai1 , . . . , Xik

= aik
). A complete assignment to all

the variables in X is called a solution. Let t and s be two tu-
ples having the same instantiations to the common variables.
Their join, noted t · s, is a new tuple which contains the as-
signments of both t and s (this notation is also used for mul-
tiplication, so we assume the meaning will be clear from the
context). If t is a tuple over a set T ⊆ X and S is a set of
variables, then t[S] is a relational projection of t on S.

A valuation set A admits two binary operations over valua-
tions: ⊗ : A×A → A called combination and ⊕ : A×A → A
called addition. Both operators are associative and commuta-
tive. Typical combination operators are sum and product over
numbers, and logical AND (i.e., ∧) over booleans. Typical



addition operators are min, max and sum over numbers and
logical OR (i.e., ∨) over booleans.

We denote by DY the set of tuples over a subset of vari-
ables Y, also called the domain of Y. Functions are defined on
subsets of variables of X, called scopes and their range is a
set A whose elements are called valuations. If f : DY → A
is a function the scope of f , denoted var(f), is Y. In the
following, we will use Df as a shorthand for Dvar(f).

DEFINITION 1 (combination operator). Let f : Df → A and
g : Dg → A be two functions. Their combination, noted
f

⊗
g is a new function with scope var(f) ∪ var(g), s.t.

∀t ∈ Dvar(f)∪var(g), (f
⊗

g)(t) = f(t) ⊗ g(t)

DEFINITION 2 (marginalization operator). Let f : Df → A
be a function and W ⊆ X be a set of variables. The marginal-
ization of f over W, noted ⇓W f , is a function whose scope is
var(f) − W, s.t.

∀t ∈ Dvar(f)−W, (⇓W f)(t) = ⊕t′∈DW
(t · t′)

DEFINITION 3 (graphical model). A graphical model is a
tuple M = (X, D, A, F,

⊗
), where: X = {X1, . . . , Xn} is a

set of variables; D = {D1, . . . , Dn} is the set of their finite
domains of values; A is a set of valuations (A,⊗,⊕); F =
{f1, . . . , fr} is a set of discrete functions, where var(fj) ⊆
X and fj : Dfj

→ A; and
⊗

is the combination operator
over functions (see Definition 1). The graphical model M
represents the function C(X) =

⊗
f∈F f .

DEFINITION 4 (reasoning task). A reasoning task is a tuple
P = (X, D, A, F,

⊗
,⇓), where (X, D, A, F,

⊗
) is a graphi-

cal model and ⇓ is a marginalization operator (Definition 2).
The reasoning task is to compute ⇓X C(X).

For a reasoning task M = (X, D, A, F,
⊗

,⇓) the choice
of (A,⊗,⊕) determines the combination

⊗
and marginal-

ization ⇓ operators over functions, and thus the nature of the
graphical model and its reasoning task. For example, if A is
the set of non-negative reals and

⊗
is product, the graphical

model is a Markov network or a Bayesian network. If ⇓ is
max, the task is to compute the Most Probable Explanation
(MPE), while if ⇓ is sum, the task is to compute the Probabil-
ity of the Evidence.

It was shown in several works (e.g. [Shenoy and Shafer,
1990]) that, when the operators of a graphical models satisfy
certain axioms, inference algorithms, such as variable elimi-
nation and join tree schemes, are sound and complete for the
reasoning task. In this paper we assume graphical models
obeying the Shenoy-Shafer axioms.

DEFINITION 5 (A proper reasoning task). Given a graphical
model M = (X, D, A, F,

⊗
), a reasoning task P = (M,⇓)

is proper if its
⊗

and ⇓ operators satisfy the following 3
axioms:

Axiom A1. Order of marginalization does not matter.
Namely, ⇓X,Y f(x, y) =⇓Y,X f(x, y).
Axiom A2.

⊗
is associative and commutative.

Axiom A3. ⇓ distributes over
⊗

. Namely, ⇓X,Y

f(x)
⊗

f(y) =⇓X f(x)
⊗

⇓Y f(y).

An important parameter of a graphical model, characteriz-
ing its complexity, is the induced width.

DEFINITION 6 (induced graph, induced width). The induced
graph of a graphical model relative to ordering o is an undi-
rected graph that has variables as its vertices. The edges of
the graph are added by: 1) connecting all variables that are
in the scope of the same function, 2) processing nodes from
last to first in o, recursively connecting preceding neighbours
of each node. The induced width w(o) relative to ordering
o is the maximum number of preceding neighbours across all
variables in the induced graph. The induced width of the
graphical model w∗ is the minimum induced width of all or-
derings.

DEFINITION 7 (bucket elimination). Bucket elimination
(BE) is an algorithmic framework that generalizes dynamic
programming for many reasoning tasks [Dechter, 1999]. The
input of BE (see Algorithm 1) is a reasoning task P =
(X, D, A, F,

⊗
,⇓) and an ordering o = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn),

dictating an elimination order for BE, from last to first. Each
function from F is placed in the bucket of its latest variable in
o. The algorithm processes the buckets from Xn to X1, com-
puting for each BucketXi , noted Bi, ⇓Xi

⊗n
j=1 λj , where

λj are the function in the Bi, some of which are original f ′
is

and some are earlier computed messages. The result of the
computation is a new function, also called message, that is
placed in the bucket of its latest variable in the ordering o.

For example, algorithm elim-opt, which solves the opti-
mization task, is obtained by substitution of the operators
⇓X f = maxS−X f and

⊗
j =

∏
j .

The message passing between buckets follows a bucket-
tree structure.

DEFINITION 8 (bucket tree). Bucket elimination defines a
bucket tree, where the bucket of each Xi is linked to the des-
tination bucket of its message (called the parent bucket). A
node of the bucket is associated with its bucket variable.

Algorithm 1 Bucket elimination
Input: A reasoning task P = (X, D, A, F,

N

,⇓); An ordering of
variables o = {X1, . . . , Xn};

Output: A zero-arity function λ1 : ∅ → A containing the solution
of the reasoning task.

1: Initialize: Generate an ordered partition of functions in buckets
B1, . . . , Bn, where Bi contains all the functions whose highest
variable in their scope is Xi.

2: Backward:
3: for i← n down to 1 do
4: Generate λi = (

N

f∈Bi
f) ⇓Xi

5: Place λi in the bucket Bj where j is the largest-index variable
in var(λi)

6: end for
7: Return: λ1

Theorem 1. [Dechter, 1999] Given a graphical model and a
proper reasoning task P = (X, D, A, F,

⊗
,⇓) BE is sound

and complete. Given an ordering o, the time and space com-
plexity of BE(P) is exponential in the induced width of the
ordering.



The m-best task over a graphical model is defined formally
next.

DEFINITION 9 (m-best task). The m-best task over a graph-
ical model M is to find m complete assignments T =
{t1, . . . , tm}, such that ∀t′ 6∈ T ∀t ∈ T, C(t′) ≤ C(t). The
solution is the set of valuations {C(t1), . . . , C(tm)}, called
m-best solutions.

Most proofs are omitted for lack of space.

3 Algorithm elim-m-opt
This section provides the main contribution of our paper, pre-
senting BE algorithm for the m-best task. We derive the al-
gorithm through an example, having in mind the MPE (most
probable explanation) task in probabilistic networks.

3.1 Deriving the algorithm using an example
Consider a graphical model with four variables {X, Y, Z, T}
having the following functions (for simplicity we use un-
normalizes functions):

x z f1(z, x) y z f2(z, y) z t f3(t, z)
0 0 2 0 0 6 0 0 1
0 1 2 0 1 7 0 1 2
1 0 5 1 0 2 1 0 4
1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 3
2 0 4 2 0 8
2 1 3 2 1 2

Finding the m best solutions to P (t, z, x, y) = f3(t, z) ·
f1(z, x) · f2(z, y) can be expressed as finding Sol, defined
by:

Sol = sort
t,x,z,y

m

(
f3(t, z) · f1(z, x) · f2(z, y)

)
(1)

where operator sort
s

mf(s) returns the first m elements of the

set {f(s)s∈DS
} or the entire set, if its size is less than m.

When the argument of the operator is a subset of the func-
tion’s scope, like Y in sortm

y
f(x, y), then sort

y

m yields a set

of the m best values of f(x, y) for every fixed x (by default
kept ordered) 〈f(x, y1(x)), . . . , f(x, ym(x))〉 where f(x, yj)
is the jth largest f value relative to DY , for a fixed X = x.

Since the output of the sort operators are vectors or sets, we
will use vector function to denote a function whose range is
a set (ordered set in our exposition and implementation). The
dimension of a vector function is the size of its range vector.

Operator sortmf(x) can be viewed as applying operator
max f(x) m times, while at each step generating and then
removing the best element from {f(s)s∈DS}, and it inherits,
therefore, its distributive properties over multiplication. Due
to this distributivity, we can apply symbolic manipulation and
migrate each of the functions to the left of the sortm operator
over variables that are not in its scope. In our example we
rewrite as:

Sol = sort
t

msort
z

m

„

f3(t, z)(sort
x

mf1(z, x))

„

sort
y

mf2(z, y)

««

(2)

However, since the output of sortm is a set, to make equa-
tion 2 well defined, we need to extend the multiplication op-
eration to vector functions as a Cartesian product between all

pair-wise elements. This yields a new binary combination op-
erator denoted by

⊗
between vector functions (generalizing

combination with a scalar function in the obvious way), with
which we rewrite expression 2 as

Sol = sortm
t

sortm
z

(f3(t, z)
⊗

(sortm
x

f1(z, x))⊗
(sortm

y
f2(z, y))) (3)

The right to left computation in the order dictated by ex-
pression 3 can be carried out by a BE algorithm (see Figure 1)
as follows. We assume that original input functions extends to
vector functions e.g., f i as f i(t) = {fi(t)}. Then, the algo-
rithm processes bucket BY generating vector function λY (z)
and bucket BX generating vector function λX(z):

z λX(z) x λY (z) y
0 {5,4,2} {1,2,0} {8,6,2} {2,0,1}
1 {3,2,1} {2,0,1} {7,4,2} {0,1,2}

When processing BZ , we compute λZ(t) =
sortmz [f3(t, z)

⊗
λX(z)

⊗
λY (z)]. The result is a new

vector function that has m2 elements for each tuple (t, z) as
shown below.

t z f3(t, z)
N

λX(z)
N

λY (z)
0 0 {40, 32, 30, 16, 24, 12, 10, 8, 4}
0 1 {84, 56, 48, 32, 28, 24, 16, 16, 8}
1 0 {80, 64, 60, 48, 32, 24, 20, 16, 8}
1 1 {63, 42, 36, 24, 21, 18, 12, 12, 6}

Applying sortmz to the resulting combination we get vector
function λZ(t) along with its variable assignments:

t λZ(t) 〈x, y, z〉
0 {84,56,48} {〈2, 0, 1〉, 〈0, 0, 1〉, 〈2, 1, 1〉}
1 {80,64,63} {〈1, 2, 0〉, 〈2, 2, 0〉, 〈2, 0, 1〉}

Finally, processing the last bucket yields the vector of m best
solution costs for the entire problem and the corresponding
assignments.

λZ(t) 〈t, z, x, y, 〉
{84,80,64} {〈0, 1, 2, 0〉, 〈1, 0, 1, 2〉, 〈1, 0, 2, 2〉}

Since we are interested in recovering at least one complete
assignment for each m-best solution, the algorithm propa-
gates the variable assignments along with the vector messages
when processing each bucket. These variable assignments are
generated using the argsort operator defined as follows.

DEFINITION 10. Operator argsortmXi
f returns a vector

function xi(t) such that ∀t ∈ Dvar(f)\Xi
, where 〈f(t ·

xi
1), . . . , f(t · xi

m)〉, are the m-best costs extending t to Xi.

In words, xi(t) is the vector of assignments to Xi that
yields the m-best extensions to t.

3.2 The Algorithm definition
We next more formally define the generalized operators to
be used in the bucket-elimination algorithm elim-m-opt. Let
M = (X, D, A, F,

⊗
) be a graphical model, over which we

want to solve the m-best task. Let 2A be the set of subsets of
A, and let us call a function with range in 2A a vector function.



Bucket Y :

Bucket X :

Bucket Z :

Bucket T :

f2(z, y)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f1(z, x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

λZ(t)

f3(t, z) λX(z) λY (z)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(a) Messages passed between
buckets

T

Z

X Y

λX(z) λY (z)

λZ(t)

f3(t, z)

f1(z, x) f2(z, y)

(b) Bucket-tree

Figure 1: Example of applying elim-m-opt

DEFINITION 11 (combination and addition over sets). Let
S, T ∈ 2A. Their combination, noted S ⊗ T , is the set
{a ⊗ b | a ∈ S, b ∈ T}. Their addition, noted sort{S, T}, is
the set of the m-best elements in the set S ∪ T .

DEFINITION 12 (combination and marginalization over vec-
tor functions). Let f : Df → 2A and g : Dg → 2A be
two vector functions. Their combination, noted f

⊗
g, is a

new vector function defined on scope var(f) ∪ var(g) s.t.
∀t ∈ Dvar(f)∪var(g), f

⊗
g(t) = f(t[var(f)]) ⊗ g(t[var(g)])

The marginalization of f over Xi ∈ var(f), noted sortm
Xi

f ,

is a function over scope var(f) − {Xi} such that ∀t ∈
Dvar(f)−Xi

, (sortm
Xi

f)(t) = sortm{
∪

x∈DXi
f(t · x)}

The bucket-elimination algorithm elim-m-opt is described
in Algorithm 2 using the two new combination and marginal-
ization operators of

⊗
and sortm. The algorithm processes

the buckets from last to first as usual. The bucket computa-
tion of a message-function (step 2) is detailed in the next sub-
section. The message-function associates each tuple in its do-
main with the m-best costs-to-go restricted to the subproblem
below the bucket variable in the bucket tree. For clarity we
omit the generation of actual m-best solution assignments.

While the correctness of the algorithm can be given di-
rectly, we defer to Section 4, where we show that the com-
bination and marginalization operators just defined are an in-
stance of a more general formulation of the m-best task as a
proper reasoning task over a proper graphical model [Shenoy
and Shafer, 1990].

3.3 The bucket processing algorithm
We will next show that the messages computed in a bucket
can be obtained more efficiently than through a brute-force
application of

⊗
followed by sortm. Consider process-

ing BZ (see Figure 1a). A brute-force computation of
λZ(t) = sortm

z
(f3(z, t)

⊗
λY (z)

⊗
λX(z)) for each t com-

bines f3(z, t), λY (z) and λX(z) for ∀z ∈ DZ first. This
results in a vector function with scope {T, Z} having m2 ele-
ments that we call candidate elements and denote by E(t, z).
The second step is to apply sortm

z
E(t, z) yielding the desired

m best elements λZ(t).
However, since λY (z) and λX(z) can be kept sorted, we

can generate only a small subset of these m2 candidates as

Algorithm 2 elim-m-opt algorithm
Input: A set of functions F = {f1, · · · , fn} over scopes
{S1, · · · , Sn}; An ordering of variables o = {X1, · · · , Xn},

Output: A zero-arity function λ1 : ∅ → 2A containing the solution
of the m-best optimization task.

1: Initialize: Transform each function f ∈ F into a singleton
vector function h(t) = {f(t)}; Generate an ordered partition
of vector functions h in buckets B1, . . . , Bn, where Bi contains
all the functions whose highest variable in their scope is Xi.

2: Backward:
3: for i← n down to 1 do
4: Generate λi = sortm

Xi
(
N

f∈Bi
f)

5: Generate assignment xi = argsortm
Xi

(
N

f∈Bi
), concate-

nate with relevant elements of the previously generated as-
signment messages.

6: Place λi and corresponding assignments in the bucket of the
largest-index variable in var(λi)

7: end for
8: Return: λ1

e
〈1,1〉
Z=0

e
〈1,2〉
Z=0

e
〈2,1〉
Z=0

e
〈1,1〉
Z=1

e
〈2,1〉
Z=1

e
〈1,2〉
Z=1

c = 80

c = 64c = 60

c = 63

c = 36 c = 42

Figure 2: The explored search space for T = 0 and m = 3.
The resulting message is λZ(1) = {80, 64, 63}.

follows. We denote by e
〈i,j〉
z (t) the candidate element ob-

tained by the product of the scalar function value f3(t, z) with
the ith element of λY (z) and jth element of λX(z), having
cost c〈i,j〉z (t) = f3(t, z)·λi

Y (z)·λj
X(z). We would like to gen-

erate the candidates e
〈i,j〉
z in decreasing order of their costs

while taking their respective indices i and j into account.
The child elements of e

〈i,j〉
z (t), children(e〈i,j〉z (t)) are ob-

tained by replacing in the product either an element λi
Y (z)

with λi+1
Y (z), or λj

X(z) with λj+1
X (z), but not both.

This leads to a forest-like search graph whose nodes are
the candidate elements, where each search subspace corre-
sponds to a different value of z denoted by GZ=z and rooted
in e

〈1,1〉
Z=z (t). Clearly, the cost along any path from a node to its

descendants is non-increasing. It is easy to see that the m best
elements λZ(t) can then be generated using a greedy best-
first search across the forest search space GZ=0 ∪GZ=1. It is
easy to show that we do not need to keep more than m nodes
on the OPEN list (the fringe of the search) at the same time.
The general algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. The trace
of the search for the elements of cost message λZ(t = 1) for
our running example is shown in Figure 2.
Proposition 1. Given a bucket of a variable X over scope
S having j functions {λ1, ..., λj} of dimension m, where m
is the number of best-solutions sought and k bounds the do-
main size, the complexity of bucket processing is O(k|S| · m ·
j log m), where |S| is the scope size of S.

Complexity of elim-m-opt: Given n buckets, one for each



Algorithm 3 Bucket processing
Input: BX of variable X containing a set of ordered m-vector func-

tions {λ1(S1, X), · · · , λd(Sd, X)}
Output: m-vector function λX(S), where S = ∪d

i=1Si −X .
1: for all t ∈ DS do
2: for all x ∈ DX do
3: OPEN ← e

〈1,...,1〉
X=x (t); Sort OPEN;

4: end for
5: while j ≤ m, by +1 do
6: n← first element e

〈i1,··· ,id〉
X=x (t) in OPEN. Remove n from

OPEN;
7: λj

X(s)← n; {the jth element is selected}
8: C ← children(n) = {e〈i1,··· ,ir+1,··· ,id〉

X=x (t)|r = 1..d};
9: Insert each c ∈ C into OPEN maintaining order based on

its computed value. Check for duplicates; Retain the m
best nodes in OPEN, discard the rest.

10: end while
11: end for

variable Xi, Bi containing degi (i.e., the degree of the re-
spective node in the bucket-tree) functions and at most w∗

different variables, the total time complexity of elim-m-opt
is

∑n
i=1 O(kw∗

m · degi log m). Assuming degi ≤ deg and
since

∑n
i=1 degi ≤ 2n, we get complexity expression:

O(kw∗
m · log m · 2n) = O(nmkw∗

log m)

The space complexity is dominated by the size of the mes-
sages between buckets, each containing m costs-to-go for
each of O(kw∗

) tuples. Having at most n such message yields
the total space complexity of O(mnkw∗

). In summary:

Theorem 2 (complexity of elim-m-opt). Given a graphi-
cal model (X, D, F,

⊗
) having n variables, an ordering o,

induced-width of w∗, a bucket-tree degree bounded by deg
and the domain size bounded by k, and an operator ⇓= max,
the time complexity of elim-m-opt is O(kw∗

nm · log m) and
its space complexity is O(mnkw∗

).

Note that elim-m-opt is superior to applying Lawler’s
scheme [Lawler, 1972] to BE, which would lead to complex-
ity of O(mn2kw∗

).

4 The M-best reasoning task
The m-best task defined via an optimization reasoning task is
not itself in the form of a proper reasoning task over its graph-
ical model. However, by some formal manipulation we can
phrase it as a proper optimization reasoning task P̃(m) over
an associated graphical model M̃(m). This formal exercise
is worthwhile, because by doing so all inference algorithms,
and in particular BE, are immediately applicable. We use def-
inition of combination given in Definition 12.

DEFINITION 13 (m-best reasoning task). Let M =
(X, D, A, F,

⊗
) be a graphical model and P = (M,⇓) be

an optimization reasoning task. The m-best graphical model
relative to M is M̃(m) = (X, D, Am, F,

⊗
), where each

function f : Df → A in F is transformed into vector func-
tion: f(t) = {f(t)}. The m-best reasoning task over M̃(m)

is P̃(m) = (M̃(m), sortm), where
⊗

and sortm are as in
Definition 12.

We now can show that our original m-best task over a
graphical model M can be captured by P̃(m) over M̃(m).
Namely,

Theorem 3. Let M = (X, D, A, F,
⊗

) be a graphical model
and let P = (M,max) be its proper optimization reasoning
task. Then, the reasoning task P̃(m) = (M̃(m), sortm) is
proper and it coincides with the m-best task over M.

We can now conclude that the m-best task can be solved
via traditional inference algorithms for reasoning tasks, and,
in particular, by Bucket Elimination.

Theorem 4. The m-best task over a graphical model M can
be solved by bucket-elimination as defined by BE(P̃(m))
and it coincides with elim-m-opt(M).

Proof. By Theorem 3, the m-best reasoning task P̃(m) com-
putes the m-best solutions of M and since P̃m is a proper
reasoning task, it can be solved exactly by BE. It is easy to
see that elim-m-opt(M)= BE(P̃).

5 Mini-Bucket Elimination for m-best Task
We now demonstrate the power of elim-m-opt in yielding use-
ful bounds via mini-bucket-elimination.

5.1 The Mini-Bucket for the m-best
Mini-bucket Elimination (MBE) [Dechter and Rish, 2003] is
an approximation designed to avoid the space and time com-
plexity of BE. Consider a bucket Bi and an integer bounding
parameter z. MBE creates a z-partition Q = {Q1, ..., Qp} of
Bi, where each set Qj ∈ Q, called mini-bucket, includes no
more than z variables. Then, each mini-bucket is processed
separately, thus computing a set of messages {λij}p

j=1, where
λij =⇓Xi (

⊗
f∈Qj

f). In general, greater values of z in-
crease the quality of the bound.

Theorem 5. [Dechter and Rish, 2003] Given a reasoning
task P , MBE computes a bound on P . Given an integer con-
trol parameter z, the time and space complexity of MBE is
exponential in z.

Algorithm m-best MBE (mbe-m-opt) (given in Figure 4)
is a straightforward extension of MBE to m-best reasoning
task, where the combination and marginalization operators
are the ones defined over vector functions. Algorithm mbe-
m-opt solves m-best reasoning task P̃(m) and its output is a
m-best bound on the m-best solutions.

DEFINITION 14 (m-best bound). Let S = {a1, . . . , aj} and
T = {b1, . . . , bk} be two sets (i.e., S, T ∈ 2A). S is a m-best
bound of T iff ∀1 ≤ i ≤ |T |, bi ≤ ai.

Theorem 6 (mbe-m-opt bound and complexity). Given an
m-best reasoning task P̃(m), mbe-m-opt computes an m-best
bound on P̃(m). Given an integer control parameter z, the
time and space complexity of mbe-m-opt is O(mnkz log(m))
and O(mnkz), respectively, where k is the maximum domain
size and n is the number of variables.



Algorithm 4 MBE-m-opt algorithm
Input: An m-best reasoning task P̃(m) =

(X, D, A, F,
N

, sortm); An ordering of variables
o = {X1, . . . , Xn}; parameter z.

Output: bounds on each of the m-best solution costs and the cor-
responding assignments for the expanded set of variables (i.e.,
node duplication).

1: Initialize: Generate an ordered partition of functions f(t) =
{f(t)} into buckets B1, . . . , Bn, where Bi along o.

2: Backward:
3: for i← n down to 1 (Processing bucket Bi) do
4: Partition functions in bucket Bi into {Qi1 , ..., Qil}, where

each Qij has no more than z variables.
5: Generate cost messages λij = sortm

Xi
(
N

f∈Qij
f) and place

each in the largest index variable in var(Qij )
6: end for
7: Return: The set of all buckets, and the vector of m-best costs

bounds in the first bucket.

5.2 Using the m-best bound to tighten the
first-best bound

Here is a simple, but quite fundamental observation: when-
ever upper or lower bounds are generated by solving a relaxed
version of a problem, the relaxed problem’s solution set con-
tains all the solutions to the original problem. We next discuss
the ramification of this observation.

Proposition 2. Given the m-best solutions costs generated by
mbe-m-opt (for clarity we consider MPE problem, the results
can be extended for other reasoning tasks) C̃ = {p̃1 ≥ p̃2 ≥
, ...,≥ p̃m}, let popt be the optimal value (the probability of
the most probable explanation) and let j0 be the first index
such that p̃j = popt, or else we assign j0 = m + 1. Then, if
j0 > m, p̃m is an upper bound on popt, which is as tight or
tighter than all other p̃1, ...p̃m−1. In particular p̃m is tighter
than the bound p̃1.

Proof. Let C̃ = {p̃1 ≥ p̃2 ≥, ...,≥ p̃N1 be an ordered set
of probabilities of all tuples over the relaxed problem (with
duplicate variables). By the nature of any relaxation, C̃ must
also contain all the probability values associated with solu-
tions of the original problem denoted by C = {p1 ≥ · · · ≥
pN2}. Therefore, if j0 is the first index such that p̃j0 coin-
cides with popt, then clearly for all i < j0, popt ≤ p̃i with
p̃j−1 being the tightest upper-bound. Also, when j0 > m we
have p̃m ≥ copt

In other words if j ≤ m, we already have optimal value,
otherwise we can use p̃m as our better upper bound. Such
tighter bounds would be useful during search algorithm such
as A*. It is essential therefore to decide efficiently if a bound
coincides with the exact optimal cost. Luckily the nature
of the MBE relaxation supplies us with an efficient decision
scheme.

Proposition 3. Given a set of bounds produced by mbe-m-
opt p̃1 ≥ p̃2 ≥, ... ≥ p̃m, deciding if p̃j = popt can be done
efficiently.
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Figure 3: Complexity comparison. A parent node in the graph
has a better complexity than its children.

Proof. mbe-m-opt provides both the bounds on the m-best
costs and for each bound a corresponding tuple, where as-
signments to duplicated variables is maintained. The first as-
signment from these m-best bounds (going from largest to
smallest) that corresponds to a tuple whose duplicate vari-
ables are assigned identical value, is optimal. And, if no
such tuple is observed the optimal value is smaller than p̃m.
Since the above tests require just O(nm) steps applied to m-
best assignments already obtained in polytime, the claim fol-
lows.

6 Related work
Comparing with exact schemes. Lawler’s approach, whose
complexity is O(nmT (n)), where T (n) is the complexity
of finding a single best solution, was applied by [Nilsson,
1998] to a join-tree. Instead of solving reformulated problems
from scratch in each iteration, as Lawler does, Nilsson utilizes
the results from previous computations, achieving worst case
complexity of O(mT (n)). If applied to a bucket-tree Nils-
son’s algorithm is superior to all other schemes mentioned
here, with run time of O(nkw∗+mn log(mn)+mnk). More
recently Yanover and Weiss [Yanover and Weiss, 2004] de-
veloped a belief propagation approximation scheme for loopy
graphs, called BMMF which also finds solutions iteratively.
At each iteration BMMF uses loopy Belief Propagation to
solve two new problems obtained by restricting the values of
certain variables. When applied to junction tree it can func-
tion as an exact algorithm with complexity O(mnkw∗).

Two algorithms based on dynamic programming, similar
to elim-m-opt, are [Seroussi and Golmard, 1994] and [El-
liott, 2007]. Seroussi and Golmard extract the m solutions
directly, by propagating the m best partial solutions along
a junction tree. Given a junction tree with p cliques and
branching degree deg, the complexity of the algorithm is
O(m2p·kw∗

deg). Elliot [Elliott, 2007] propagates the m best
partial solutions along a representation called Valued And-
Or Acyclic Graph, i.e., smooth deterministic decomposable
negation normal form (sd-DNNF) [Darwiche, 2001]. The
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Figure 4: Run time as a function of number of solutions on
grid instances

complexity of Elliot’s algorithm is O(nkw∗
m log (mdeg).

Figure 3 depicts the dominance relationships between the
time complexities of the exact algorithms discussed, when
specialized to a bucket tree. Clearly our elim-m-opt algorithm
does not boast the best complexity, being dominated by the
algorithms [Nilsson, 1998; Yanover and Weiss, 2004]. How-
ever, it demonstrates the direct applicability of established in-
ference schemes to the generalized formulation of the m best
solution problem as the m-best reasoning problem. Moreover,
the main significance elim-m-opt is in the natural extension
to an approximation scheme with guarantees on the solution
quality that provides flexible trade off between accuracy and
complexity.
Comparing with approximation schemes. In addition to
BMMF, another extension of Nilsson’s and Lawler’s idea
that yields an approximation scheme is an algorithm called
STRIPES by [Fromer and Globerson, 2009]. They focus on
m-MAP problem over binary Markov networks, solving each
new subproblem by an LP relaxation. The algorithm solves
the task exactly if the solutions to all LP relaxations are in-
tegral, and provides an upper bound of each m MAP assign-
ments otherwise. In contrast, our algorithm mbe-m-opt can
compute bounds over any graphical model (not only binary)
and over a variety of m-best optimization tasks.

7 Empirical demonstrations
All experiments assume solving m-best MPE task. We
evaluated empirically algorithm mbe-m-opt with m =
{1, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200} and with z-bound 10 on two sets
of instances. The first set contained grid instances with a hun-
dred to 2.5 thousand variables and tree-width from 12 to 50,
the second - pedigree instances with several hundred vari-
ables and tree width from 15 to 30. Those instances were
taken from the UAI 2008 evaluation. For clarity and space
reasons we present only a subset of instances illustrating typ-
ical behaviour.

Figures 4 and 6 present the dependence of the run-time on
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Figure 6: Run-time performance of mbe-m-opt on pedigrees

m, for a few selected instances. Figure 5 shows the change
in accuracy as a function of m. Accuracy is measured by the
absolute values of the difference between the optimal solution
and the bounds on the jth solution up to m = 200 solutions.
For these grid instances as j increases, the bound on the cost
of the jth solution slowly approaches the exact best solution.
This demonstrates that there is a potential of improving the
bound on the optimal assignment using the m-best bounds as
discussed in Section 5.2.

We carried some comparison with BMMF by [Yanover and
Weiss, 2004] on randomly generated 10 by 10 grids. The
run times of the algorithms are not comparable since our al-
gorithm is implemented in C and BMMF in Matlab, which
is inherently slower. For most instances that mbe-m-opt can
solve exactly in under a second, BMMF takes more than 5
minutes. The algorithms also differ in the nature of the out-
puts: BMMF provides approximate solutions with no guar-
antees while mbe-m-opt generates bounds on all the m-best
solutions. Still some information can be learned from view-
ing the two algorithms side by side as is demonstrated by a
typical result in Figure 7. We know that in this case the so-
lutions obtained with z-bound equal to 1000 are exact, while
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Figure 7: Comparison of mbe-m-opt with z-bounds 10 and
1000 vs. BMMF on random 10 by 10 grids

z-bound equal to 10 yields an upper bound. BMMF outputs
significantly less accurate results than mbe-m-opt with even
a low z-bound. Admittedly, these experiments are quite pre-
liminary and not conclusive.

8 Conclusions
We presented a new bucket-elimination algorithm for solving
the m-best task over a graphical model, analyzed its perfor-
mance and related it to other approaches in the literature. We
proved the algorithm’s correctness by formally showing that
the m-best task can be formulated as a reasoning task satis-
fying the Shenoy-Shafer axioms and, therefore, all inference
algorithms and in particular our algorithm, elim-m-opt, are
immediately applicable, sound and complete.

The significance of the proposed algorithm is primarily in
providing an inference framework for the m-best task that can
both suggest approximation schemes and yield heuristic ad-
vice. Indeed, optimization tasks that seek a single optimal so-
lution are solved far more effectively by search (e.g., branch
and bound and best-first search), than by variable elimina-
tion, because they can benefit from the bounding power of the
guiding cost function. It is also likely that search will be more
effective for m-best task. The promise of the elim-m-opt in-
ference algorithm is in its potential to yield viable lower- and
upper-bounds for the m-best solutions via the mini-bucket al-
gorithm, as we discussed.

Furthermore, it could also lead to loopy propagation
message-passing schemes that are now the most common way
for approximations in graphical models, since those schemes
are relaxation of exact message-passing schemes such as
bucket-elimination. In particular, our algorithm can be ex-
tended into a loopy max-prod for the m-best task. This ap-
proach will yield a direct loopy-propagation for the m-best
reasoning problem, while the approach by Yanover and Weiss
uses loopy max-prod for solving a sequence of optimization
problems in the style of Lawler’s approach. Moreover, all
such approximation extensions would be applicable to the
broad range of graphical models captured by the unifying
framework of Shenoy and Shafer. Future work will focus on
such extensions and on empirical evaluations of the emerging

schemes.
The empirical analysis we provided is only preliminary.

Yet it shows that mbe-m-opt scales even better than worst-
case predict as a function of m. Comparison with other exact
and approximation algorithms is left for future work.
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